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The Fabricator's Choice since 1970

We've got the fasteners you use and the tools to install them
In addition to a full line of precision sheet metal fasteners, we supply self-clinching hardware insertion 
machines, CD stud welders, rivet nut tools and world class riveting equipment brought to you by some of the 
best fastener and tool manufacturers in the world.  JHP Fasteners carries the best tools that cater 
specifically to you your needs. The precision fabricator and manufacturer have driven our focus for over 45 
years and the tooling we offer reflects that dedication.

Mon. - Thurs. 8:00 A.M. - 6:00 P.M.  E.S.T.
Fri. - 8:00 A.M. - 4:30 P.M.  E.S.T.

Phone: 800.783.0910 
Email: sales@jhpfasteners.com 

www.JHPFasteners.com

How can we solve your tooling needs?
• Responsiveness - Our responsiveness is nearly unmatched as we focus on your ever changing needs.
• Improvise, Adapt & Overcome - If we don't have a solution, we'll figure it out.  We've strategically

partnered with some of the best tool manufacturers in the world and we leverage that collective brain
power for your benefit.

• Above & Beyond - We've chased down UPS trucks for overnight shipments and provided tooling
solutions to restore downed production lines the same day.  We've got your back.

• Varied Solutions - JHP Fasteners has tools for almost every budget and application. From manual tools to
automatic rivet tools and even battery operated tools with process monitoring capabilities, we've got
you covered.

• Price - We strive to bring our customers the best possible value without sacrificing quality.  Why save a
dime now when it will cost a dollar down the road?

Right Tools - Right Supplier - Right Now

New & Used Hardware 
Insertion Equipment

Rivet Nut Installation Tools

www.jhpfasteners.com
mailto:sales@jhpfasteners.com
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Right Tooling - Right Fasteners - Right Now

Complete CD Stud & Arc Stud Welding Systems

Auto-Feed, Pneumatic & Battery Operated 
Riveting/Rivet Nut Tooling

All roads lead to JHP Fasteners
After serving precision fabricators and manufacturers 
for over 45 years, we'd like to think that we 
understand the daily demands that are put on your 
shoulders by customers.  Eleventh hour engineering 
changes, dramatically accelerated due dates, rapid 
prototyping, insufficient component descriptions; the 
list goes on.  While specializing in fasteners that get 
attached to sheet metal and the tools that install 
them, we strive to offer the best solutions, service and 
price to help meet your rapidly changing needs and 
relieve your stress.  If any of the fasteners or tools you 
see here have a use in your shop, we would love to 
have the opportunity to win your business and 
become an extension of your organization.

JHP Fasteners is a stocking distributor of
Self-Clinching Fasteners - Projection Weld Fasteners - 

CD Studs - Rivet Nuts - Rivets and more!
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